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Abstract

Advances in digital signal processing technology make
it possible to embed the low-level functions performed by a
video surveillance system into cameras. The result is meta-
data cameras, like MPEG-7 cameras, that provide descrip-
tions of what they see in the form of XML documents served
over a network. We use this concept to build video infor-
mation servers that are conceptually similar to MPEG-7
cameras, but differ in that they interact with client appli-
cations and can be configured dynamically to perform dif-
ferent functions. We demonstrate the use of these video
information servers in some simple surveillance applica-
tions. Dynamic configuration of the servers allows them
to do more than describe video content. For example, we
present a functioning surveillance system, built with con-
tent description servers, that describes the activity in a
hockey game based on the observations of several cameras.
Thus, we demonstrate that content description servers pro-
vide building blocks with which to create networked video
surveillance systems.
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1. Introduction

Machine-vision based video surveillance systems per-
form several common functions required for low-level pro-
cessing of video data. These algorithms include:

� acquisition of images from a camera,

� calibration of a camera [8],

� segmentation of an image into foreground and back-
ground pixels [19, 9, 18, 12],

� location of objects that are connected components of
foreground pixels,

� computation of object descriptions, and
� object tracking within a camera’s field of view [7, 16,

5, 1].

In addition to these low-level functions, surveillance sys-
tems may also perform

� object tracking in world coordinates,
� behavior recognition from object trajectories, and
� storage and retrieval of trajectories for long-term anal-

ysis,

among others.
Recent advances in the speed and size of digital signal

processing hardware make it possible to embed many of the
low-level functions listed above into a video camera. For
example, see the work of Wolf et al. [20, 14]. Cameras with
such embedded functionality have the option to provide not
only raw pixels, but metadata that describe the locations and
motion of objects viewed by the camera. The availability
of metadata simplifies the implementation of surveillance
systems that perform the high-level functions listed.

While cameras with embedded metadata production can
transmit data over a variety of media, use of computer net-
works is convenient because it uses established infrastruc-
ture as well as exploits the abundance of network devices
that are already available. In order to distinguish meta-
data cameras from network cameras that provide only com-
pressed video, we refer to these cameras as video informa-
tion servers. Sections 2 and 3 of this paper describe the
video information servers that we have built for surveil-
lance. We also describe surveillance systems built with
these servers.

Video information servers are an example of a broader
class of content description servers, systems that process
data gleaned from either sensors or other servers to produce
a description of a scene that they, in turn, serve to other
systems. In Section 5, we describe one such system that
observes a hockey game using several video information
servers, builds a model of the game, and serves data from
that model to client applications.



2. Content Description Camera

2.1. Camera Markup Language Servers

Boyd et al. [3] describe a video surveillance system that
assimilates information extracted from multiple cameras
into a single model of a scene. In a real-time implemen-
tation, separate processors perform the low-level operations
(motion segmentation and object detection), and then share,
via a local-area network, the information with other parts
of the surveillance system. Sayles et al. [17] describe their
CaML (Camera Markup Language) network camera sys-
tem, that extracts the low-level processing portions of the
Boyd et al. [3] system to build a video information server.
Their system provides, via network connections, a descrip-
tion of camera functions, a raw video stream, and a stream
of XML documents that describe detected objects and their
trajectories in image coordinates. To detect moving ob-
jects, the CaML system computes Lucas-Kanade optical
flow [13], thresholds the flow, and identifies large connected
components of moving pixels. The system is implemented
in the Python programming language, and makes use of the
Intel Integrated Performance Primitives Library [10] to op-
timize execution speed. Sayles et al. demonstrate their
CaML server system with a client application that com-
bines the image-space trajectories and camera calibration
data (provided by the servers) to compute trajectories in a
three-dimensional model of an area under surveillance.

2.2. Improvements

The work described in this paper uses the video servers
described by Sayles et al [17] with the following variations.

� The servers provide separate object and trajectory de-
scriptions. Whereas the set of objects consists of all
moving objects detected by the server, the trajectories
are formed when the server solves the data associa-
tion problem to connect objects detected in a series
of frames. This distinction allows client applications
to use or ignore the data association performed by the
server as needed.

� Communication with the server is bidirectional.
Clients can change the behavior of the server by send-
ing documents to it (see Section 3).

� To deal with conflicting requests from multiple clients,
client applications can include a user name and pass-
word in documents that make requests to the server.
The server maintains a list of privileges associated with
each user. Thus, the server can restrict pan-tilt-zoom
control to only a few clients to prevent conflicts in aim-
ing the camera, and at the same time provide object
descriptions to all clients.

� The servers are dynamically configurable. Privileged
clients can change the algorithms that the server uses
for its processing, and even the tags that the server uses
in the documents that it provides.

� Camera calibration is simplified. Whereas previous
servers provided a complete three-dimensional calibra-
tion in the form of a camera matrix, they now provide
a projective transformation that relates image coordi-
nates for different pan-tilt-zoom settings. This modi-
fication is inadequate for three-dimensional tracking,
but is simpler to implement, allows warping of all
images from a stationary pan-tilt-zoom camera into a
common reference frame, and is sufficient for track-
ing objects constrained to move on a two-dimensional
surface [8].

At the time of writing, we have a CaML video in-
formation server running continuously, observing traf-
fic at the University of Calgary. A Java applet at
http://toaster.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/ shows the data available
from this server. (For ITCC reviewers, user = vision, pass-
word = lab. Note that while this system operates contin-
uously, it requires daylight to detect objects reliably. It is
situated in the mountain time zone.)

2.3. MPEG-7 Cameras

CaML video information servers are similar to recent
MPEG-7 cameras (e.g., see Ebrahimi et al. [6]) in many
respects. Both combine raw video with metadata in the
form of XML documents. However, the video information
servers described in this paper differ from an MPEG-7 cam-
era in the following ways.

� Although the creators of MPEG-7 anticipate a wide
array of applications [15], we feel that MPEG-7 is
biased toward storage and retrieval applications, and
relies on the extensibility of XML for other applica-
tions. We use our own set of XML tags suited to our
application.

� MPEG-7 describes a uni-directional flow of content
description, whereas the video servers allow interac-
tion through the exchange of documents.

� Dynamic reconfiguration of the server allows clients to
change the behavior of the server.

3. Dynamic Configuration

While the functionality and low-level video processing
requirements of the video information servers motivated



<CaML></CaML>

<CaML>
<camera load="ControllerModule">
</camera>

</CaML>

(a) (b)

<CaML received_at="12.926206"
generated_at="12.927514"
version="2.0c" id="breadmaker">

<camera loaded="ControllerModule">
<min_pan>-880</min_pan>
<max_pan>880</max_pan>
<min_tilt>-300</min_tilt>
<max_tilt>300</max_tilt>
<min_zoom>0</min_zoom>
<max_zoom>1023</max_zoom>
<pan>0</pan>
<tilt>0</tilt>
<zoom>0</zoom>
<camera_matrix>

1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

</camera_matrix>
</camera>

</CaML>

<CaML>
<camera>

<pan>150</pan>
<tilt>250</tilt>
<zoom>0</zoom>

</camera>
</CaML>

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Sample CaML documents: (a) a minimal CaML document, (b) a document that request the
server to load a camera control module, (c) the server response to the document in (b), and (d) a
document that a client can send to request changes in pan, tilt, and zoom settings.

Figure 2. Screen capture of CaML graphical configuration editor. The editor creates CaML documents
that can be used to configure a CaML server for a desired task. Note that the editor can send the
documents to the server as they are edited, allowing a user to tune server performance interactively.



their design, we can view them as generic systems that pro-
cess and exchange information by exchanging XML docu-
ments over a network. Video information servers perform
the following salient functions:

� acquire information from an external source,

� process the information as requested by clients, and

� serve the resulting information to clients in XML doc-
uments.

Our video information servers are implemented as generic
content descriptions servers. The server takes on the role
of video information server only when configured to do so
by requests from client applications. Clients make these
requests by sending documents to the server directing the
server to load modules that provide the desired functional-
ity.

For example, Figure 1(a) shows a minimal CaML doc-
ument. Before the server can recognize sub-tabs, it must
load a module. Figure 1(b) shows a document that directs
the server to load a module to control basic camera func-
tions such as pan, tilt, and zoom. The server responds with
the document in Figure 1(c). Subsequently, the client can
configure camera settings by sending a document, like that
shown Figure 1(d), to the server.

It is also possible to terminate a module by unloading
it. Thus, by utilizing this capability, we can dynamically
reconfigure generic content description servers to perform
a variety of roles. For video information servers, we have
modules to perform tasks such as user access control, video
capture, video compression, object detection (one module
based on optical flow and another based on color segmen-
tation), and object tracking. Dynamically loadable modules
provide a mechanism to update a server when improved al-
gorithms become available. Note that by changing the mod-
ule responsible for generating XML tags for object descrip-
tion, the server could switch from serving CaML documents
to MPEG-7 documents.

Modules operate in a pipeline architecture where the out-
put of a module can provide input to one or more other
modules in a pipeline. The modules are task-specific and
cannot be connected arbitrarily. Therefore, configuration
of the modules and the pipeline requires knowledge of the
module’s functionality. To facilitate server configuration,
we created a graphical pipeline editor. The editor allows
a user to graphically specify the topology of the pipeline
and configure each module. When the user is satisfied with
the configuration, the editor creates a CaML document that,
when sent to a CaML server, will cause the server to load
and configure the desired modules. Note that the editor can
send the documents directly to a server, allowing a user to
view immediately the effects of altering module parameters.
Figure 2 shows the graphical configuration editor in use.

Figure 3. Sample video surveillance client ap-
plication. The application shows live video
on the left with object trajectories superim-
posed. A manual calibration allows the appli-
cation to transform and superimpose object
trajectories on the aerial photograph on the
right. The application inverts pixels in the
aerial photograph, outside the camera’s field
of view.

4. Surveillance Applications

We demonstrate the operation of video information
servers with two client applications.

Figure 3 shows the first client application in operation.
The image on the left is live video provided by the video
information server. The client superimposes plots of mov-
ing object positions and trajectories on the raw video. The
image on the right shows an aerial view of the scene under
surveillance. A manual calibration, done with the client ap-
plication, finds a projective transformation that transforms
coordinates in the camera image to coordinates in the aerial
view. This allows the client to plot object trajectories su-
perimposed on the aerial view. Alternatively, the applica-
tion can use a map of the surveillance area in place of the
aerial photograph. This allows automated interpretation of
the scene, in a natural coordinate system. For example, if
we wish to scrutinize traffic in a particular region, we can
define that region in map coordinates, independent of the
camera’s position. Furthermore, the camera calibration data
provided by the video information server will allow the de-
fined region to remain fixed on the ground, even as the cam-
era pans, tilts, and zooms.

Figure 4 shows a client application that observes traf-
fic to collect statistics to estimate long-term traffic patterns
using the network tomography [2]. The image on the left



Figure 4. Sample video surveillance applica-
tion. The application shows live video on the
left with object trajectories superimposed. A
user segments the scene into several regions
using a Voronoi diagram constructed interac-
tively. The application then keeps track of
the number of vehicles that cross the defined
boundaries. Data collected in this manner
can be used to estimate long-term traffic pat-
terns while minimizing biased, systematic er-
rors due to dropped tracks, using the method
of Boyd and Meloche [2].

shows the raw video stream with object trajectories super-
imposed. A user defines regions of interest in the image us-
ing a graphical editor to manipulate a Voronoi diagram. The
Voronoi diagram establishes the boundaries between the re-
gions. The application detects vehicles as they cross the
boundaries. It then adds these crossing events to its statisti-
cal tally, shown on the right.

Note that for both of these client applications, the client
does little or no processing of the raw video data. In fact,
each client can operate with as little as one frame of video
data (either to calibrate the first client, or to delineate re-
gions in the second), using only the object trajectory de-
scriptions thereafter.

5. Environment Model Systems

Content description systems can do more than serve de-
scriptions of images from a camera. For example, Fig-
ure 5(a) shows a system that performs surveillance of a
hockey game and serves descriptions of the game to view-
ers for entertainment purposes. The system has two types
of servers: video information servers (one associated with
each camera observing the game) and one game state server.
Figure 5(b) shows the operator client in use. The client plots
the trajectories in both camera and rink coordinate systems.
Shaded regions superimposed on the map of the rink show

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. A surveillance system that serves
descriptions of actions in a hockey game: (a)
the system architecture, and (b) the operator
client in use showing information provided by
the game server. Both the camera and game
servers are dynamically configured content
description servers.

the area covered by each of two cameras.
Upon start up, the game server is identical to the cam-

era servers. Documents sent by the operator client config-
ure the server to perform its role, i.e., to form an environ-
ment model (Jain and Wakimoto [11]). Thus, dynamically
reconfigurable content description servers provide building
blocks with which to create surveillance systems. Config-
ured as video information servers, they perform low-level
processing on video sources, but they can also be configured
to assimilate the information derived from multiple sources
and to serve that information to other systems. Boyd et
al. [4] describes the operation of the hockey game surveil-
lance system in detail.



6. Conclusions

Dynamically configurable content description servers
provide an architecture upon which to build network
surveillance systems. In a basic application, a content de-
scription server can be a metadata camera, such as those that
provide MPEG-7 content description. However, interaction
and dynamic configuration allow these servers to process
and serve high-level information in a surveillance system.
These server systems can perform basic surveillance func-
tions, thus facilitating the creation of more complex surveil-
lance systems.
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